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Serena Williams (SW) Building Fact Sheet 
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Building Overview  

• Largest office building at Nike World Headquarters (WHQ) at 1 million square feet; the 
footprint is equivalent to three Portland city blocks and 140 full-sized tennis courts. 

• SW includes 200,000 sq. ft. of lab space – larger than a Costco Warehouse (145K sq. ft.) – 
designed to allow Nike teams to test new ideas in developing, presenting and merchandising 
product.  

• SW is divided in three wings and connected by a main tower. The three wings are named: 
Phenom, Warrior and Muse. In the words of the architect, “Our concept [for the Serena 
building] is a branch form that abstracts the wing of the Nike Goddess.” 

• SW is a LEED Platinum-certified building and was designed to be energy and resource 
efficient, with a focus on water efficiency, material usage, indoor environmental quality and 
wetland improvements.  

• SW provides an experience aligned with the Nike brand, heritage and team culture, while 
also representing the building’s namesake. Brand nods to the world-class athlete exist 
throughout the space.  

• Food service locations within the building are named for the four Grand Slams: the US Open 
Café, the French Open Café, Wimbledon Restaurant, and Oz Café. 

• Building residents include Nike’s Consumer Creation teams – Design teams; Consumer 
Insights teams; Women’s, Men’s and Kids teams; Apparel and Footwear Product 
Merchandising teams. The team workspaces are curated to each working group and filled 
with stories about athletes, sport, innovation and Nike culture.   

• Skylab Architecture, a Portland architecture firm, designed the building in collaboration with 
Mark Parker, former long-time CEO and current Executive Chairman of NIKE, Inc.  

 
Sustainability 

Site & Landscape  

• The building is part of Nike’s “salmon-safe” campus, meaning stormwater run-off and source 
pollution have been reduced to protect Pacific Northwest salmon watersheds. 

• The federally protected wetland running through the Nike campus and along the building is 
supplemented with thousands of native plant species.  

Building Environment  

• The building provides supplemental fresh air indoors, which has been linked to increased 
productivity.  

• Rainwater is captured and stored, then used for the building’s toilets.  
Materials 

• The building has been created using recycled materials – more than 20% of materials are 
made up of recycled content and harvested and manufactured regionally.  

• All the adhesives, sealants, paints, coatings, flooring, and composite wood installed in SW 
are low-emitting to improve indoor air quality and reduce chemical and particulate 
contaminants. 

• More than 50% of the wood installed in the building is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
certified and derived from sustainably managed forests. 

Energy Efficiency 

• The building is anticipated to achieve an energy cost savings of over 41% compared to a 
baseline building. 

• The building is outfitted with 648 solar panels.  
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Special Amenity Spaces 

• Consumer Labs (Levels 1-2) are intended to accelerate and enable Nike’s Consumer Direct 
Acceleration strategy, with 140K sq. ft. of showrooms and working space.  

• Immersive Rooms (Level 2) are workspaces equipped with 180º wraparound visual 
projection onto three walls - up to 64 feet wide and 15 feet tall - with theatre-quality 
sound. These rooms will help NIKE visualize information in new ways, bring product to 
life on a much larger scale and spark innovative ways of working. 

• Wellness rooms (Levels 2-6) are provided on each office level to support mental health, 
meditation, prayer and general well-being. 

• Mother’s Rooms (Levels 3-5) are private spaces designed to support new and nursing 
mothers.  

• Footwear Materials Library (Level 3) organizes and showcases a massive collection of 
current and past footwear sample materials for use by footwear designers and other 
creatives. 

• Color Lab (Level 4) has a comprehensive collection of current and past Nike colors and 
palettes, along with external color libraries for use by Color Design teams. 

• Queen’s Court (Level 5) is named after Serena’s nickname ‘Queen’ and serves as an 
onsite/offsite space for meetings.  

• The two-story Olympia Theater (Levels 7-8) –– named after Serena’s daughter –– seats 
approx. 140 guests with a state-of-the-art A/V and sound system. 

o Each seat in the theater features a number that is placed on an emblem shaped like 
a rose, Serena William’s favorite flower. 

o Among the dozens of black chairs, there is one chair in NIKE’s signature orange 
color. This seat is #72 and references NIKE’s first year, 1972. 

• The Phenom banquet hall (Level 9) will host special events and large gatherings. 

• The Wimbledon restaurant (Level 10) has the tallest observation deck in Washington County, 
Oregon. 

• East Compton Hills Country Club Tennis Court, a sub-grade court located right outside the 
building, is a nod to an ongoing joke with Serena Williams’ family growing up. They used to 
call their community tennis court in Compton a “country club.”  

• The lobby closest to the tennis court features the iconic shopping cart, a nod to the way the 
family used to carry tennis balls. Neon wings flank the words “I’m Gonna Learn How to Fly,” 
which appear above the shopping cart, a further homage to Serena’s childhood. 

• Inclusive, all-gender restrooms are located throughout the building. 
 
The Art of Serena 

• Numerous female artists from across the country and around the world contributed to art 
within the building. Artists include Jenny Sabin, Lady Pink, Jordan Moss, Kelly Anna and 
more.   

• Pulsation sculptures by installation artist Daniel Canogar (outside): Abstract digital motion 
graphics are showcased on four LED towers, located in the courtyard outside the building. 
The graphics capture the dynamic and versatile energy of Serena.   

• White roses (outside): White roses greet visitors outside as they approach to the building, a 
subtle, yet beautiful nod to Serena’s favorite flower and the traditional bouquet given to 
Wimbledon winners since 1886. 

• Shoe Dog Bridge (outside): Shoe Dog Bridge is an homage to Nike co-founder and 
Chairman Emeritus Phil Knight and is Nike’s first covered footbridge of its kind. The design 
drew from Phil’s life experiences in and around Oregon and beyond, taking inspiration from 
the city of Roseburg and its many covered bridges, the cantilever of the old Hayward Field at 
The University of Oregon, Japan and the movement and structure of origami and finally, the 
movement and innovative spirit of Nike itself. The qualities come together in the traditional 
crossbar structure and stunning modern envelope to create WHQ’s newest campus icon. 
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• Serena Memorabilia Cases (Level 1): The cases are filled with iconic memorabilia from 
Serena’s 23 major wins, clustered together by the four Grand Slam tournaments. Every pillar 
represents a win at that cluster’s major, and there is space for more columns to be added. 

• US Open Café Nook (Level 1): The nook was designed to emulate a NYC luxury apartment 
filled with family memories and paintings documenting important people and moments in 
Serena’s life. Sprinkling roses throughout, these images touch on her successful tennis 
career, but are really meant to highlight the precious, more personal moments of Serena’s 
life. The NIKE imagery, US Open trophies, Serena’s logo and more can be found in the 
custom wallpaper. 

• NYC Imagery: Throughout the building, there are plenty of nods to New York City, the home 
of the US Open. From cityscape graphics to a subway-inspired dish return in the café and 
the “Flushing Meadows” bathroom – a nod to the subway stop for the US Open.  

• Sundries Installations/The Gazette (Level 1): The neon text “Ride a little, bump a little” is a 
callback to Serena’s childhood. Before her sister could legally drive, she mischievously took 
the family van for a drive and ran into several parked cars. The side mirrors on this 
installation represent the damage done to those cars.  

• Oz Café Ceiling Graphic (Level 3): The detailed piece on the ceiling depicts constellations 
from the night sky as viewed from Melbourne, and features several hidden images of Serena 
Williams, basketball legend Michael Jordan, and other NIKE imagery.  

• Gemma O’Brien painting (Level 3): Created by Australian artist Gemma O’Brien while living 
in Portland, the power of words was a driving force and inspiration for this piece. Serena’s 
and Venus’ dad would hang up motivational phrases throughout their home and he 
encouraged his daughters to write down their goals. As Serena’s career progressed, she 
kept a notebook with inscriptions such as “Your Destiny Has Just Begun.” Gemma is a 
dynamic typographic artist and masterfully weaves stories from Serena’s life throughout the 
painting. 

• SinewFlex sculpture (Level 4-5): This multi-story sculpture is located in the 4th floor Atrium 
and designed by Jenny Sabin Studio. Jenny Sabin is an artist, architect and professor at 
Cornell University. Her work investigates the intersections of architecture and science while 
applying insights from biology and mathematics to the design of material structures. Jenny 
first collaborated with Nike on the myThread Pavilion in 2012. 

• Rose mosaic in the Wimbledon Restaurant (Level 10): The rose mosaic is significant to both 
Serena Williams and Wimbledon. Roses are Serena’s favorite flower and rose bouquets 
have been given to Wimbledon winners since 1886. Wimbledon wallpaper can also be found 
on the restaurant walls — blending Serena, sport and Nike elements in a black and gold foil 
motif. 

 
 
 
 


